The impact behaviour of composite geo-cells used as components of rock fall protection structures is studied experimentally. The response of single cells subjected to impact by a boulder vertically dropped with energies of 13.5kJ is analysed. The influence of the cell filling material and cell boundary conditions is discussed. The damping potential of an impacted cell appears to depend on these two conditions. Experimental results are then compared with numerical ones obtained using the discrete element method -DEM.
Introduction
Geo-cells can be defined as composite structures associating a manufactured envelope together with a granular filling material. Different types of geo-cells are employed in civil engineering structures for reinforcement purposes, with applications in embankments or reinforced walls. The envelope is generally made up of a geotextile, or related product, or wire netting. The filling material can be soil, crushed rock or any granular material. The sectional shape of the cell can either be a honeycomb, a parallelepiped or a circle. The geo-cells are generally interconnected. Such geo-cells can be used to build rock fall protection dykes, or dams.
In mountainous regions, rock falls are very frequent events resulting in road blockages, infrastructure degradation and injury to humans. Among the different possible protection structures, dykes are the only one able to intercept blocks of translational kinetic energies over 5MJ. Classically these dykes are soil-reinforced structures, i.e. soil reinforced with horizontal inclusions such as geotextiles. They are massive with height varying from 3 up to 20m. and length of more than a few hundred meters. Building these dykes using geo-cells is a challenging way to optimize their conception, fully taking into account the dynamic response of the structure.
In fact, resorting to geo-cells allows building sandwich protection structures ( fig. 1 ). Depending on their location in the structure, the geo-cells are filled with different materials. The optimisation targeted with this kind of structure bears on the significant reduction of the efforts transmitted to the downstream part of the structure, e.g. the embankment in this illustration. This can be obtained favouring the deformation of front cells as well as core cells. In case of a higher energy impact, degradations may occur on the front of the structure. In addition, restoration is easily performed by replacing the damaged cells with new ones.
In order to develop this new and promising type of rock fall protection structure studies were engaged, coupling experiments together with numerical developments and following a multi-scale approach, from the constitutive material to the structure scale. The cell response was first investigated under static loading. Then the impact response of cells was investigated considering different parameters: the boulder kinetic energy, the boundary conditions and the filling materials, [1] . The aim of this paper is to investigate the behaviour of geocells when submitted to impact by a boulder. The conditions for a higher reduction of the transmitted forces are discussed and experimental results are compared to numerical ones. Principle of a cellular rock fall protection dyke.
Materials and method

Cell filing material and envelope
The filling materials were coarse granular materials or fine materials. The former were crushed carry limestone, 60 to 180mm in size, hereafter referred to as 'gravel'. The latter consisted of sand or shredded tyres 30mm in average size ( fig. 2 ). This material was considered both for waste valorisation purposes and for deriving benefit from its particular mechanical characteristics compared to more classical geo-materials. Fine filling materials were used separately or as a mixture containing 30% by mass of shredded tyres. Such a mixture constitutes a reinforced and lightened composite material, [2] . The envelope was made of a hexagonal 'double twisted' wire mesh. In the case of fine filling material, a non-woven geotextile was used in combination with the wire mesh ( fig. 3) .
The cells considered in this study were cubic in shape, 500mm in height. This type of cell is commonly called gabion.
Experimental set up
The cells were submitted to impact by dropping a 250kg spherical boulder, 54cm in diameter and made of a steel shell filled with concrete. The cell was placed on a rigid pedestal made of reinforced concrete ( fig. 4 ). This reinforced concrete pedestal was 0.7m in height and had a 1.2m side square horizontal cross section.
During the impact, the main measurements were the boulder acceleration and the force transmitted by the cell to the pedestal. The acceleration was measured in the centre of the boulder with a tri-axial piezo-electric accelerometer, with a capacity of +/-500g. Multiplied by the mass of the boulder, the acceleration measure gives the impact force, F imp . Due to the coarse nature of filling material it was not possible to measure the transmitted force just beneath the cell: this measure was made by three force transducers supporting the rigid pedestal (capacity of 500kN each) resting on a concrete slab.
In order to simulate the possible boundary conditions at the structure scale three different cell boundary conditions were considered. The four lateral faces of the impacted cell were (i) free to deform -FD (ii) confined by the same material as their filling material -MC or (iii) rigidly confined -RC (fig. 5).
Rigid confinement was obtained using three rigid steel square frames. Despite its simplicity, it appeared to satisfactorily confine the cell.
In the case of MC conditions, the whole surface of the pedestal was covered with the confining material. It was laterally contained by a wood and steel case.
The MC conditions offer the most realistic boundary conditions compared to RC and FD conditions. These latter are used to calibrate the numerical model.
Results
Results presented here concern 13.5 kJ impacts obtained dropping the boulder from a 5.5 m height.
During the free fall and impact, the rotation of the boulder remains little. The impact point is well centred on the cell. The boulder rises again or rebounds after impacts on cells filled with sand and tyre-sand mixture, whatever the boundary conditions, and also with cells filled with gravel and rigidly confined. In the case of free to deform cells, the cell deformation is higher with gravel. Impacts on this latter type of filling material lead to particle crushing. Table 1 gives the main results of impact tests in the various conditions. The test is identified referring to the filing material (Gra, San or Mix respectively for gravel, sand and mixture) and to the cell boundary conditions (FD, MC, RC respectively for free to deform, material confinement and rigid confinement). Tests labelled with a star were performed twice and results are mean values. The impact and transmitted forces given are the maximum values. This table also gives the impact duration and the restitution coefficient defined as the ratio between the velocity of the boulder just at the end of the impact and the velocity just before contact with the cell. Figure 6 shows the impact force and transmitted force measured during impacts on cells filled with sand and on cells filled with gravel, in the different boundary conditions. As the curves obtained for tyre-sand mixture cells are similar in shape to curves obtained with sand they are not presented here.
From these results it is possible to extract the main trends concerning the influence of the two parameters considered: the boundary conditions and the filling material.
For sake of simplicity, an impact test performed on a laterally free to deform cell filled with gravel, for instance, will be hereafter referred to as a FD gravel test.
Discussion
Influence of the boundary conditions
The results make stand out that restraining the lateral deformation of the cell greatly modifies the cell response. First, the shape of impact and transmitted force curves are significantly changed by the boundary conditions. The impact duration is reduced by a factor of three to four from FD conditions to RC conditions. The maximum values of both the impact force and the transmitted force are increased. The increase of the maximum impact force is higher in the case of sand cells, with a factor of 3.8 vs. 1.7 for gravel cells. The increase of the maximum transmitted force is similar for both filling materials (factor of 4.8). The restitution coefficient is also increased.
Influence of the filling material
The shape of impact force curves measured for FD cells strongly depends on the filling material. The impact force measured on a gravel cell exhibits rapid variations over the whole duration of the impact and the maximum is reached at the beginning of the impact (10ms). In comparison, the impact force on a sand cell is rather smooth and the maximum value is reached about 40ms after the beginning of the impact. The transmitted force is also affected by the filling material, the sand cell exhibiting the highest value.
For the other boundary conditions, the influence of the filling material is less important. Impact force curves for gravel cell always exhibit rapid variations compared to smooth curves obtained for sand cells.
Results presented in table 1 indicate that the behaviour of a tyre-sand mixture cell is slightly different from the behaviour of a sand cell. Maximum forces values are higher in the first case.
Whatever the boundary conditions it appears that the maximum value of the transmitted force is higher for cells filled with sand and tyre-sand mixture, compared to gravel.
Some phenomenological aspects
The response of a laterally free to deform cell reveals its composite nature. The cell is composed of two elements: the filling material and the envelope. The cell response depends on the characteristics of both. In the case of a gravel cell, the coarse nature of the filling material explains the rapid impact force variations. In such a media, the forces are supported by a few gravel columns. There exist 'force chains', [3] . Any movement or crushing of gravel in these columns leads to a sudden change in the impact force. In the case of a sand cell, the peak at the end of the impact is due to the confining effect by the envelope, [4] . When deformed, the envelope applies a confining stress on the filling material, increasing the impact force. This confinement effect is delayed due to (i) the initial cubic shape of the cell and (ii) to the hexagonal shape of the metallic mesh. The response of a free to deform cell, in term of impact force, thus clearly depends on both the filling material and the envelope.
For FD and MC impact tests the maximum value of the impact force is almost the same for both material but the transmitted force is lower for gravel cells. This seems to be due to the crushing of the gravel, dissipating energy. Because of this phenomenon, the transmitted force is limited by the crushing resistance of gravel. In contrast, a fine filling material tends to compact during the impact: both the impact force and transmitted force are increased. This clearly brings out from RC boundary conditions impacts.
Thus, the impact force appears to be very interesting to understand the behaviour of the impacted structure. Nevertheless, this data is of limited interest considering the goal of this study compared to the transmitted force.
Cells efficiency in reducing the transmitted force
The efficiency of a cell to reduce the transmitted efforts is based on the transmitted force. But considering the transmitted force may not be fully sufficient to evaluate the efficiency of a cell at the structure scale. Indeed, this data doesn't account for the diffusion of efforts. Obviously, a laterally free to deform cell submitted to impact won't diffuse the efforts in the structure as well as a cell in lateral contact with other cells. Considering this phenomenon would require comparing transmitted stresses rather than transmitted forces. But the key point towards the estimation of the stresses applied by the cell to its support is the angle of diffusion of the efforts in the material. Some data concerning impacts on soil layers exists (e.g. [5] ) but there is no available data on the angle of diffusion of efforts due to impact in gravel or in tyre-sand mixture layers. One can postulate that the angles of diffusion in these materials are really different, so does the stress distribution. In the absence of such data, the comparison of the efficiency of the different configurations in reducing the transmitted efforts bears on the only comparison of the transmitted force. Relative maximum transmitted force. Figure 7 clearly shows that the optimum configuration for the reduction of the transmitted force consists of a laterally free to deform cell filled with gravel. In fact, in this situation the cell is highly deformable and the filling material dissipates energy, by friction and crushing mainly.
The tyre-sand mixture is less efficient than sand as filling material. In fact, the tyre-sand ratio of this mixture was defined based on static tests. This criterion appears not to be satisfactory for dynamical loadings.
The boundary conditions have a greater influence on the transmitted force than the filling material type. Thus, optimising the boundary conditions seems to be an interesting alternative to reduce the transmitted force at the structure scale.
Numerical simulation
A numerical model of cells filled with gravel was developed using DEM, [6] . Gravels are modelled by unbreakable clusters of spheres. The shape and size of these clusters are closed to gravel ones. The double twisted hexagonal wire mesh is modelled by a set of particles located at the nodes of the mesh. The calibration and validation of the model were performed under static loading paths. Then, impacts were simulated. Numerical results show a good agreement with experimental ones, for both FD and RC conditions, as presented in figure 8 in the case of a FD cell. The model is robust whatever the loading path.
This validation of the proposed cell model allows considering it for integration in the whole structure modelling, [7] .
Conclusion
In order to investigate the behaviour of geo-cells as components of rock fall protection dykes a series of impact test by a 250 kg spherical boulder was performed. Simulation of an impact on a FD gravel cell.
The response of the cell was evaluated thanks to the impact force and to the force transmitted by the cell to its support. The efficiency is evaluated according to the minimization of the transmitted force. Based on this criterion, the optimum geo-cell consists of a cell filled with coarse granular and laterally free to deform. The coarse granular filling material cell appeared to be the most efficient whatever the cell boundary conditions. Nevertheless, the transmitted force based criterion is not sufficient to evaluate the ability of a cell to reduce the effort transmitted in the impacted dyke. New developments are necessary to take into account the diffusion trough the structure. More over, these experiments allowed validation of a DEM model of cells filled with coarse granular material.
